SPURVARIATION
Transport- and Logistics managements
SPURVARIATION researched the impacts of truck platooning (several trucks driving fully automated
behind a lead vehicle in a platoon) on ASFINAGs road surfaces and how lane displaced driving in
platoons impacts energy conservation trough wind shadow effects. Logistikum at University of
Applied Sciences Steyr coordinated this project and daviated recommended actions for ASFINAG.
The research question, if owing to the pressure caused from trucks platoons expects a significant increased extent of
loss on road surfaces, can be negated from a present point of view, even for the standard case that no electronic
piloted lane displaced vehicle is driving in the platoon.
A huge part of the ASFINAG net is negotiable for the permit of truck platoonoing (in terms of currently available
technologies, charging and distance practice). This result is estimated as relative sturdy in view of higher market
penetration (with steady total heavily volume of traffic, distance practice and charging). By intruduction of truck
platooning, the overall development of total heavily traffic collective should be observed precisely. By changing types of
constructions, different total heavily volume of traffic, changed charging practice or radically detailed lane following
behaviours, a new evaluation should be realized.
Methodology: based on a detailed sensitivity analysis by lane assist systems (precision at lane holding,
quadrature control) it was developed how the benefit of wind shadow driving through the sidplacement in the
quadrature control is compensated. The effects on road surfaces through truck platooning and lane assist systems was
the second focus of SPURVARIATION.
Results: the realized wind shadow calculations showed even at a lane displacement of 0,5m a significant
potential for fuel savings (only a few less than by lane precisely platoons). Out of it, there are interesting future
possibilities for cooperative, cross-linked traffic management for coordinating trucks in a way that there could even be a
gentle use of truck superstructure.
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